In the last decade, it has been realized that the orbital angular momentum of partons inside the nucleon plays a major role. It contributes significantly to nucleon properties and is at the origin of many asymmetries observed in spin physics. It is therefore of paramount importance to determine this quantity if we want to understand the nucleon internal structure and experimental observables. This triggered numerous discussions and controversies about the proper definition of orbital angular momentum and its extraction from experimental data. We summarize the present situation and discuss recent developments in this field.
Introduction
Unlike familiar quantum bound states, nucleons are strongly affected by relativistic effects, making their description particularly complicated. Nevertheless, it is possible to decompose their total angular momentum into spin and orbital angular momentum (OAM) contributions of their constituents, i.e. quarks and gluons.
At the classical level, there already exist two definitions of momentum: canonical and kinetic. In many systems, both definitions coincide. But in the presence of gauge fields, these two definitions differ. It is therefore not surprising that there correspond two definitions of OAM, and therefore two decompositions of total angular momentum. Deciding which quantities, canonical or kinetic, have to be considered as the "physical" ones has a long history and remains the source of intense debates. On the one hand, the canonical decomposition is complete and has a clear interpretation in terms of quark and gluon contributions, but is apparently not gauge invariant. On the other hand, the kinetic decomposition is manifestly gauge invariant, but is incomplete (in the sense that there is no notion of spin and OAM for a gauge particle) and has a less clear interpretation in terms of quark and gluon contributions.
These problems can basically be cured by the notion of gauge-invariant extension (GIE). The idea is to find a manifestly gauge-invariant quantity which coincides with a gauge non-invariant quantity in a particular gauge. This allows one to extend the validity of a physical interpretation considered in a certain gauge to any gauge. The price to pay for such an approach is that GIEs are usually non-local expressions of the gauge fields. This non-locality does not violate causality since it can be removed by a simple gauge transformation. The only problem is that to any gauge non-invariant quantity, one can in theory associate an infinite number of GIEs, just by changing the gauge where they are required to coincide. This last issue is solved by examining how one experimentally probes the internal structure of the nucleon. It is indeed the physical process and its theoretical description which dictate at the end what is the most convenient or natural GIE to use.
The crucial question now is how to connect these definitions of OAM to measurable quantities. Over the last two decades or so, many relations and sum rules have been proposed. Some are exact, while others are suggested by rather simple models of the nucleon structure. On the experimental side, a lot of effort is currently invested in the measurement of these quantities. On the theoretical side, people are working hard to understand the difference between the various definitions and to identify physical observables sensitive to OAM at a quantitative level.
In this proceeding, we sketch a summary of the present situation and discuss some recent developments. In section 2, we present the two families of proton spin decompositions. In section 3, we discuss the GIE approach and the related uniqueness issue. In section 4, we summarize how OAM and quark spin-orbit correlation can be expressed in terms of parton distributions. Finally, we conclude with section 5. For the interested reader, more detailed discussions of the topic can be found in the recent review [1] .
Canonical and kinetic spin decompositions
The so-called canonical decomposition reads
The explicit expressions for the quark/gluon spin/OAM contributions were given by Jaffe and Manohar [2]
Except for the quark spin contribution S q , the other contributions are not gauge invariant. In order to make sense of it, Jaffe and Manohar stressed that this decomposition has to be considered in a fixed gauge. Later, Chen et al. [3, 4] managed to write down the corresponding GIE
by decomposing the gauge field into two parts A = A pure + A phys and using only A pure in the covariant derivatives
The so-called kinetic decomposition reads
The corresponding explicit expressions for the quark and gluon contributions were given by Ji [5] 
(2.5)
In accordance with textbook claims, Ji was not able to write down a gauge-invariant expression separately for gluon spin and OAM contributions. Later, Wakamatsu [6, 7] used the Chen et al. approach to make the kinetic decomposition complete
At the end of the day, the sole difference between the complete gauge-invariant canonical (2.3) and kinetic (2.6) decompositions is in the interpretation of the so-called potential OAM as either quark or gluon contribution
using the QCD equation of motion ( D · E) a = gψ † t a ψ.
Chen et al. approach and GIE
The complete gauge-invariant decompositions (2.3) and (2.6) seem to contradict textbook claims that it is not possible to write down gauge-invariant expressions for gluon spin and OAM contributions. There is no genuine contradiction since textbooks actually refer to local expressions only. The Chen et al. approach circumvent the impossibility by considering intrinsically non-local expressions.
The Chen et al. approach is an explicit realization of the GIE concept. In the covariant form, it consists in a splitting the gauge potential into "pure-gauge" and "physical" terms [3, 4, 6, 7, 8] 
where, by definition, the pure-gauge term does not contribute to the field strength
and transforms like A µ A
under gauge transformations. Consequently, the physical term is responsible for the field strength under gauge transformations. This approach turns out to be very similar to the background field method [9] and is closely related to the so-called Dirac variables [10, 11] . The main problem with the Chen et al. approach is that the splitting into pure-gauge and physical terms is not unique. Indeed, the following alternative fields
also satisfy the defining conditions (3.2) and (3.3), provided that B µ transforms in a suitable way under gauge transformations [8, 12] . Since the pure-gauge term plays essentially the role of a background field, the freedom (3.6) simply corresponds to background dependence [9] . It can also be understood from a non-local point of view, where A pure µ and A phys µ appear as particular functionals of A µ [13, 14, 15] . But as already mentioned in the introduction, it is basically the actual physical process and its theoretical description which determine the most convenient or natural GIE to use, i.e. which constraint to impose on A phys µ .
OAM and spin-orbit correlation
The most natural expression for OAM is as a phase-space integral [16, 17] 
where the relativistic phase-space or Wigner distribution ρ
can be interpreted as giving the quasi-probability to find an unpolarized quark with longitudinal momentum fraction x, transverse momentum k ⊥ and transverse position b ⊥ inside a longitudinally polarized nucleon. The phase-space distributions can be expressed in terms of so-called generalized transverse-momentum dependent distributions (GTMDs) [18, 19] , leading to the simple relation [14, 16, 20] 
For the canonical OAM, the following relation to transverse-momentum dependent distributions (TMDs) has been proposed 5) but is valid in some quark models only [24] . Adding an extra γ 5 matrix to the quark OAM operator gives the quark spin-orbit operator c q z which measures the correlation between the quark spin and the quark OAM [16, 25] . Like the OAM, its most natural expression is as a phase-space integral 
Conclusion
There are essentially two (families of) proton spin decompositions: canonical and kinetic. The concept of gauge-invariant extension ensures that the different contributions are in principle measurable, in the sense that they can be defined in a manifestly gauge-invariant way. The price to pay is that the corresponding operators are usually non-local, leading to a uniqueness problem, which is however solved by the framework used to describe the actual experiment. Quark orbital angular momentum and spin-orbit correlations are most naturally defined in terms of phase-space distributions, but are experimentally accessible via other relations to measurable parton distributions.
